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A B S T R A C T

The fracture toughness of ductile materials depends on the combined effect of plastic dissipation
in the constituents and energy spent on creating new crack surfaces. The design of polycrystalline
metals with improved fracture toughness requires in-depth understanding of two levels of
competing mechanisms: the competition between plastic deformation and crack formation as
well as the competition between transgranular and intergranular fracture. Currently, no sys-
tematic approach exists to analyze the effects of the two competitions. The fundamental chal-
lenges lie in the difficulty in separating the two forms of energy dissipation and inadequate
knowledge about the correlation between fracture mechanisms and material fracture toughness.
In this paper, a multiscale framework based on the Cohesive Finite Element Method (CFEM) is
developed to quantify the two levels of competitions and to predict the fracture toughness of
ductile materials by calculating the J-integral at the macroscale. The fracture surface energy for
the crack paths associated with different types of failure mechanisms is evaluated through ex-
plicit simulation of crack propagation at the microstructure level. The calculations carried out
here concern the AZ31 Mg alloy, but the overall approach applies to other materials as well.
Results indicate that a proper balance between transgranular and intergranular failure can lead to
optimized fracture toughness. Microstructures with refined grain sizes and balanced bonding
strength in grains and grain boundaries can best promote the manifestation of favorable failure
mechanisms, and as a result, enhance fracture toughness.

1. Introduction

From the energy point of view, a crack can grow only when the energy available at the crack tip is sufficient to balance out the
energy required for crack propagation. Therefore, a key aspect of designing high toughness materials is to promote favorable failure
mechanisms which can lead to maximized energy dissipation. For brittle materials, the most effective way to improve fracture
toughness is to create tortuous crack paths since, in the absence of plasticity, the total energy released is transformed into surface
energy alone. This can be achieved by, for example, introducing refined second-phase reinforcements, appropriately balanced in-
terphase bonding strength and interface stiffness, and through grain bridging [1–5]. For ductile materials, the fracture resistance
depends on the sum of energy spent on both surface generation and bulk plastic deformation. Osovski et al. [6] studied the effect of
loading rate on ductile fracture toughness. They found that the total plastic dissipation and the plastic dissipation associated with the
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ductile fracture process increase with increasing strain rate. Srivastava et. al [7] also found that void density determines void growth
and coalescence and in turn influences ductile fracture toughness by creating different crack trajectories. In polycrystalline metals,
intergranular fracture usually leads to tortuous crack paths via crack propagation along grain boundaries. While surface energy
dissipation is enhanced, this form of fracture may discourage energy dissipation through plastic deformation in the grains and,
therefore, may not always lead to higher fracture resistance [8]. The grain boundary induced embrittlement which leads to inter-
granular fracture has been discussed by many researchers. For example, Prakash et al studied the influence of grain boundary
strength on microstructure dependent crack propagation [9]. Watanabe and Tsurekawa [10] provided insights on solving inter-
granular brittleness through grain boundary engineering. Transgranular fracture, on the other hand, leads to smaller total areas of
fracture surfaces but allows more significant plastic energy dissipation to occur and, therefore, leads to overall more ductile material
response [11]. The interplay between bulk plastic deformation and the fracture mechanism being activated during the failure process
has not been systematically studied, much less quantified. It is not clear how to control the two forms of energy dissipation so as to
maximize the total energy release. The design of polycrystalline metals with improved fracture toughness requires elucidation of the
two levels of competition by considering the effects of microstructure, one being the competition between bulk material deformation
and crack formation, and the other being the competition between transgranular fracture and intergranular fracture.

The biggest challenge in quantifying the above competitions is to correlate each mechanism with the material’s fracture
toughness. Experimentally and numerically, a number of measures, including the crack-tip opening displacement (CTOD), the crack-
tip opening angle (CTOA) and the J-integral, have been widely used to evaluate the fracture toughness of ductile materials [12–14].
However, these approaches do not attempt to address the competing mechanisms which are activated during the failure process. The
reason is several-fold. First, these measurements cannot separate the contributions of different mechanisms, such as crack surface
creation vs. plastic deformation or different types of crack faces/fracture sites. It is not clear which contribution is more important for
material toughening or how much each mechanism contributes to the overall energy dissipation, CTOD or CTOA. Besides, these
measurements only evaluate material fracture toughness at the macroscale. Fundamentally, it is not possible to resolve each type of
fracture mechanism associated with the crack propagation process without considering microstructure information.

Here, a multiscale computational framework is developed to quantify the two levels of competitions by accounting for micro-
scopic heterogeneity and hierarchy. This framework allows representation of realistic microstructures and account of microstructural
level of deformation, damage and failure mechanisms. The J-integral is employed to evaluate the fracture toughness while all the
microscopic information and relevant process are considered. The cohesive finite element method (CFEM) is used to track the crack
propagation at the microstructure level. To explicitly resolve transgranular and intergranular fracture, cohesive surfaces are em-
bedded along the edges of all bulk elements in the microstructure region [15–19]. The constitutive relations for the bulk grains and
cohesive surfaces within the grains and along the grain boundaries are specified separately. The part of the energy dissipation rate
associated with surface formation can be evaluated directly by measuring the corresponding crack length. The part of the energy
dissipation rate associated with bulk plastic dissipation is obtained as the difference between the calculated J during crack growth
and the surface energy dissipation rate.

This framework provides physical insight on the influence of competing mechanisms on the fracture toughness of polycrystalline
metals. The methodology is useful for both the selection of materials and the tailoring of microstructure to improve material fracture
resistance and reliability. Although calculations in this paper only focus on AZ31 Mg alloy, the framework developed here can be
applied to other polycrystalline metals.

2. CFEM–based multiscale framework

An edge-cracked specimen under Mode I tensile loading is modeled as shown in Fig. 1. This model consists of two length scales.
The microstructure region has a width of 0.125 mm, a length of 0.25mm and a pre-crack length of 0.18 mm. The entire square
specimen has a side length of 0.45 mm. A boundary velocity of =v  5 mm/s is imposed at the top and bottom edges of the specimen to
effect symmetric Mode I tensile loading. The remaining edges of the specimen are traction-free. Conditions of plane strain are
assumed to prevail.

An elasto-plastic, isotropic constitutive relation is assumed for the bulk constituents which only exist in grains. Specifically, all the
grains follow J2 plasticity without hardening. Young’s modulus =E 45 GPa and Poisson’s ratio = 0.35 are employed according to
Guo et al. [20,21]. Calculations carried out consider yields stress y varying from 100MPa to 575MPa. The effect of yield stress on
fracture toughness and failure mechanisms will be discussed in detail in Section 4.1. Although a simple constitutive model is used
here, the overall framework allows the competitions between different fracture mechanisms outlined above and microstructure
effects on fracture toughness to be analyzed. A more involved constitutive model such as a crystalline plasticity model, though more
realistic and considers more factors, would also complicate an initial study aimed at developing an approach for relating micro-
structure to macroscopic fracture toughness because of its large number of parameters. Ultimately, of course, a more comprehensive
model is needed to predict the fracture toughness of real engineering materials.

Cohesive elements are embedded only in the microstructure region so as to resolve arbitrary crack paths. The cohesive elements
along both grain boundaries and within grains follow the bilinear traction-separation law shown in Fig. 2. This is an idealization that
can be easily modified to accommodate more detailed and quantitative information regarding, for example, the lower cohesive
strength or separation energy of intergranular versus transgranular propagation. This law is derived from a potential which is a
function of the separation vector Δ through a state variable defined as = +( / ) ( / )n nc t tc

2 2 . This variable describes the ef-
fective instantaneous state of mixed-mode separations. Here, = n·n and = t·t denote, respectively, the normal and tangential
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components of , with n and t being unit normal and tangent vectors. nc is the critical normal separation at which the cohesive
strength of an interface vanishes under conditions of pure normal deformation ( = 0t ). Similarly, tc is the critical tangential
separation at which the cohesive strength of an interface vanishes under conditions of pure shear deformation ( = 0n ). Tmax re-
presents the maximum traction that the cohesive element can sustain at the onset of irreversible separation.

In order to account for the irreversibility of separations, a parameter = max{ , }ul0 is defined. As illustrated in Fig. 2, 0 is the
initial value of which defines the stiffness of the original undamaged cohesive surface, while ul is the hitherto maximum value of
at which an unloading process was initiated. It should be noted that ul is associated with the onset of an unloading event and is not
necessarily the hitherto maximum value of . ul represents the current (reduced) stiffness of the cohesive surfaces after damage and
unloading have occurred. Furthermore, 0 represents the characteristic value of effective separation at which the effective traction
for a cohesive surface pair reaches the strength reaches the strengthTmax of the undamaged surface. ul stands for the critical level of
at which reaches the reduced strength T (1 )/(1 )max 0 of the hitherto damaged cohesive surface pair. The specific expression
for potential is of the form

= =

>
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As indicated in Fig. 2, separation occurs elastically and the cohesive energy stored (work done in causing separation) is fully
recoverable between A and B (0 0), and damage in the form of microcracks and other small-scale defects does not occur.
Between B and C ( 10 ), material degradation causes progressive reduction in the strength of the cohesive surfaces. This
represents a phenomenological account of the effects of microcracks and other defects not explicitly modeled in the CFEM model.
Unloading from any point P follows path PA and subsequent reloading follows AP and then PC. Part of the work expended on causing

Fig. 1. Specimen configuration under Mode-I loading.

Fig. 2. Scheme of traction-separation law used in the analysis.
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the separation in this regime is irreversible, as indicated by the hysteresis loop ABP which implies dissipation during the softening
process. Correspondingly, there is a decrease in the maximum tensile strength of the cohesive surface. This is reflected in the elastic
reloading of the interface along AP and further softening along path PC.

3. Semi-analytical model for energy separation in J-integral

3.1. J-integral based fracture toughness evaluation

As illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 1, the J-integral is calculated along an arbitrary contour within the homogenized region
by following

= + +u u t u u u u uJ x
x

s
x x

E ¨:d 1
2

· d · d · · dA,
t

A0 2
1 1 1 (2)

where t is the traction on a surface with normal N in the reference configuration, u, u and ü are the displacement, velocity and
acceleration, respectively. = Fdet | | is the Kirchoff stress with F and as deformation gradient and Cauchy stress, respectively. E
represents the Lagrangian strain and =E F F( )ij ki kj ij

1
2 . = 1738 kg/m3 is the mass density.

The evolution of J curve for a specific AZ31 Mg microstructure is shown in Fig. 3. To illustrate the fracture process studied, four
snap shots are extracted from the crack propagation process and the corresponding J values are marked in the J-a curve. It is noted
that the crack starts to propagate at (a). Subsequently, the J value increases significantly until the crack has traversed a sufficiently
representative part of the microstructure. The increase of J from (c) to (d) is not as pronounced as the increase from (a) to (c). The
critical driving force JIC, which is needed to balance out the fracture resistance of the material, is defined at moment (d) when the
maximum J value is reached. It is worth mentioning that JIC is a preferred parameter for quantifying fracture toughness based on the
sample configuration as shown in Fig. 1. KIC cannot be predicted from the following equation

=K J E
1

,IC
IC

2 (3)

since Small Scale Yielding (SSY) condition is not met. Here E and are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. The
Small Scale Yielding (SSY) condition requires that

>a b t K, , 2.5 IC

y

2

(4)

with a, b and t representing the pre-crack length, specimen width and thickness, respectively. This condition necessities the use of a
very large specimen for most ductile materials, a very demanding condition to meet computationally when microstructure details
need to be considered. For example, an AZ31 Mg specimen with =K 250 MPa mIC and = 350 MPay would require >a b t, , 95.3 mm
according to Somekawa and Mukai [22]. The specimen width =b 0.45 mm in this study as shown in Fig. 1 is far below the required
95.3mm. In fact, few existing experimental studies on AZ31 Mg alloys meet the SSY requirement [22–26]. Instead, J value is
preferably used to quantify fracture toughness since the J dominance criterion only requires

Fig. 3. Crack propagation in an AZ31Mg microstructure and the evolution of J curve during the crack propagation process.
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>b J25 .IC

y (5)

For AZ31 Mg alloy, JIC is a valid fracture toughness characterization when the specimen width >b 0.0243 mm. Therefore, the
specimen dimensions employed in Fig. 1 satisfy the J dominance requirement. It can be concluded that JIC is a better measure than
KIC for assessing material fracture toughness since the size requirements for J testing are much less severe than for K testing.

This specimen design allows the calculations to approximate conditions of quasi-static loading with high computational effi-
ciency. It is found that the change of J is negligible as the crack speed spans one to two orders of magnitude. It is expected since the
constitutive relations assumed here is rate-independent.

3.2. Contributions to J-integral

A crack path in AZ31 Mg alloy can include both transgranular and intergranular fracture as shown by the experimental work of
Somekawa and Mukai [22] and our simulations in Fig. 4. As a measure of the material’s resistance to fracture, the J value calculated
from Eq. (2) includes contributions from both plastic dissipation and the energy spent on creating new surfaces. Specifically, the
energy release rate J can be stated as

= = + + = + +
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where Jp and Js denote the energy release rate associated with plastic dissipation and surface formation, respectively. Uf is the total
energy released over the projected crack length W . =A Wtt is the total projected crack surface area with tt being the specimen
thickness. It should be noted that W is the projected crack length in the direction of crack propagation, while L is the total crack
length. Specifically, = +L L LG GB, with LG and LGB representing the crack arc lengths within the grains and along the grain
boundaries, respectively. Accordingly, HG and HGB are the proportions of crack lengths associated with transgranular and inter-
granular fracture, respectively. Both HG and HGB can be explicitly extracted from the CFEM simulations. G and GB are, respectively,
the fracture energies within the grains and along the grain boundaries as defined in Eq. (1). measures the ratios between the actual
crack length L and the projected crack lengthW . It captures the influences of microstructural attributes on the crack tortuosity. Here,
is defined as the crack length multiplication factor (CLMF). As discussed in the following section, primarily depends on the

cohesive bonding strength within the grains (T )G
max , the cohesive bonding strength along the grain boundaries (T )GB

max , and the yield
stress of grains y.

The model and the approach taken here allow J to be calculated as a function of microstructure and Js to be quantified by
explicitly tracking the crack propagation. Specifically, Jp=J Js is calculated during the course of crack initiation and propagation.

4. Results and discussion

Four sets of calculations are conducted to systematically analyze the effect of yield stress, cohesive strength of the grains/grain
boundaries and microstructure morphology on the activation of failure mechanisms and their respective individual effect on the
overall fracture resistance. The microstructures in Fig. 5 are employed. These microstructures include the actual AZ31 Mg micro-
structure [27] which is used to study the effect of yield stress, effect of cohesive strength of the grains/grain boundaries (see Sections
4.1–4.3) and effect of microstructure morphology. In addition to these actual microstructures, three microstructures generated using

Fig. 4. A schematic illustration of crack trajectory in AZ31 Mg alloy and crack lengths associated with different fracture mechanisms. Left picture
reproduced from Somekawa and Mukai’s work [22].
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the Voronoi tessellation [28] are used to study the effect of microstructure morphology (see Section 4.4). To obtain a characterization
of the microstructures in the context of the fracture analysis, we use the average grain interception (AGI) method to evaluate the
grain size [29]. Five random straight lines are drawn through each microstructure in the horizontal direction. The number of grain
boundaries intersecting each line is counted. Table 1 summaries the number of intersections along each line for the four micro-
structures. The average grain size s̄ is calculated by dividing the actual line lengths by the number of intersections. The distributions
of line length between intersections in each microstructure are also plotted in Fig. 5.

4.1. Effect of yield stress

In the first set of calculations, the cohesive elements in grains and along the grain boundaries have the same cohesive properties of
= = 7.5 kJ/mG GB 2 and = =T T 350 MPaG GB

max max . This indicates that transgranular and intergranular fracture are equally likely to
occur purely based on bonding and fracture behavior. The only variation considered here is the yield stress of grains. It is assumed
that all grains have the same yield stress and the material is homogenous and isotropic. In the following calculations,

= [100, 575]MPay with an interval of 25MPa. Therefore, a total of 20 cases are analyzed.
As shown by the J-a (J-crack length) curves in Fig. 6(a), J value initially increases as the crack propagates, but eventually saturates

to a certain plateau level. The corresponding JIC under each yield stress is extracted when the maximum J value is reached. Fig. 6(b)
shows that increasing the yield stress of the grains leads to lower fracture resistance as measured by JIC.

For all the cases in Fig. 6, the crack tends to go through the grains instead of following the grain boundaries, although the grains
and grain boundaries have the same fracture energy. As illustrated in Fig. 7, transgranular fracture is the only failure mode observed.
The change of grain yield stress has a negligible effect on the crack path as the total crack length L is equivalent to the projected
length W . Therefore, the crack length multiplication factor is 1 for all the cases. Eq. (6) can be further simplified as

= = + +J
U
A

J J H J .f
s p G G p (7)

Obviously, the material response is more ductile when the yield stress is lower. As shown in Fig. 8, plastic dissipation becomes
more pronounced as the yield stress decreases. Fig. 8 shows that all Js curves saturate at the same level. The plateau of Js indicates the
maximum attainable surface energy release rate for this type of microstructure configuration is a constant under identical grain and
grain boundary properties. The evolutions of Jp and Js under four representative yield stress levels are shown in Fig. 9. Lower levels of
yield stress lead to more intensive plastic dissipation. As the yield stress decreases from 525MPa to 125MPa, the initial slope of Jp
becomes increasingly steeper. The plateau of J is reached as Jp achieved a steady value. It can be concluded that Jp plays a more
important role in material toughening since the improvement of Js is quite limited when transgranular fracture is the only failure

Fig. 5. List of microstructures employed in the calculations and comparison of distribution of length between intersections.

Table 1
Summary of test line – grain boundary intersections and average grain sizes for the four microstructures in Fig. 7.

Intersections Real microstructure Microstructure 1 Microstructure 2 Microstructure 3

Line 1 15 28 18 12
Line 2 15 27 17 13
Line 3 10 31 17 11
Line 4 14 24 20 9
Line 5 16 31 19 9
Average grain size s̄ (µm) 17.86 8.87 13.74 23.15
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Fig. 6. (a) Evolution of J during the crack propagation, and (b) JIC predicted under different yield stress y.

Fig. 7. Transgranular fracture in an isotropic microstructure under differ yield stresses.

Fig. 8. Separation of J in Fig. 6(a) into energy dissipation in terms of (a) plastic deformation and (b) surface formation.
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mode observed. This set of calculations serve as the baseline for the following studies when both transgranular and intergranular
fractures are present.

4.2. Effect of cohesive strength of grainsTG
max

In this set of calculations, all grains have the same yield stress = 150 MPa.y = = 7.5 kJ/mG GB
2 for both the grains and the

grain boundaries. The maximum cohesive strength along the grain boundaries is =T 350 MPaGB
max , and the cohesive strength in the

grains TG
max is systematically varied from 100MPa to 575MPa with an interval of 25MPa.

As shown in Fig. 10(a), transgranular fracture is the only failure mode observed when =T 175 MPaG
max . As TG

max increases, the
crack starts to propagate into the grain boundaries. Intergranular fracture gradually becomes the dominated failure mode. The
competition between transgranular fracture and intergranular fracture is quantified in Fig. 10(b). Here, L W/G and L W/GB represent
the proportions of transgranular fracture and intergranular fracture, respectively. L W/ , which is the sum of L W/G and L W/GB , is
defined as the crack length multiplication factor as in Eq. (6). As illustrated in Fig. 10(b), T 385 MPaG

max corresponds to the
intersection of the curve for L W/G and curve for L W/GB . This point indicates the transition from transgranular fracture dominance to
intergranular fracture dominance. Transgranular fracture is the dominant failure mode when <T 385 MPaG

max as L W/G is always
above L W/GB . The trend reverses when >T 385 MPaG

max as intergranular fracture takes over and becomes the dominated failure mode.
The maximum JIC is reached at T 425 MPaG

max rather than at the transition point T 385 MPaG
max . Although T 425 MPaG

max cor-
responds to the peak of the curve for L W/ , the maximization of JIC not only requires the maximization of crack length L but also a
combined contribution from both Js and Jp . When transgranular fracture is the dominated failure mode ( =T 175 MPaG

max and
=T 275 MPaG

max in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 11), Js is approximately a constant and constitutes most of the driving force J . Although Jp
keeps increasing at the early stage of crack propagation, it starts to saturate when unsteady crack propagation occurs, leading J to
reach the plateau. When >T 300 MPaG

max , the crack tends to propagate into grain boundaries. As TG
max increases, microcracks starts to

initiate along the grain boundary in addition to the pre-crack tip. Coalescence of the microcracks along the grain boundaries pro-
motes surface area creation and increased Js. More importantly, some of the microcracks tends to propagate into the neighboring
grains without breaking them. These uncracked grains can serve as “bridges” to allow further deformation and more pronounced
plastic energy dissipation. This can be explained from Fig. 11 that Jp goes beyond Js during the course of crack propagation when

=T 425 MPaG
max . Further increase of TG

max can promote intergranuar fracture but suppress plastic deformation since fewer cracks go to
the grains. When TG

max increases from 425MPa to 525MPa, the improvement of Js is at the cost of sacrificing Jp. It can be concluded

Fig. 9. Separation of Jp and Js under four representative yield stress levels.
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that T 425 MPaG
max allows this combined transgranular and intergranular fracture with balanced contributions from both Js and Jp,

leading to maximized JIC.

4.3. Effect of cohesive strength of grain boundariesTGB
max

Conclusions from the above discussions indicate that =T 425 MPaG
max can lead to the highest JIC when TGB

max is fixed at 350 MPa. In
this set of calculations, TGB

max is systematically varied from 100MPa to 575MPa with an interval of 25MPa. T /TGB G
max max considered here

spans from 0.24 to 1.35. = 150 MPay and = = 7.5 kJ/mG GB
2 for both the grains and the grain boundaries.

According to Figs. 10 and 12, both TG
max and T /TGB G

max max influence the activation of failure mechanisms and, consequently, alter the
material fracture resistance. As shown in Fig. 12(a), the change of fracture from intergranular dominant mode to transgranular
dominant mode is observed as T /TGB G

max max increases. Specifically, the crack primarily grows along the grain boundaries when
<T /T 0.5GB G

max max . Crack surfaces are created with relatively low level of plastic dissipation as indicated in Fig. 13. When
< <0.5 T /T 1GB G

max max , both transgranular and intergranular fracture are observed. Although grain boundaries still serve as the da-
mage initiation sites, microcracks which are initiated along the grain boundaries tend to propagate into the neighboring grains,
leading to more significant plastic deformation. As shown in Fig. 12 (b), T /T 1GB G

max max corresponds to the transition from inter-
granular dominated mode to transgranular dominated mode. This indicate that the corresponding TGB

max is around 425MPa, which is
exactly the prescribed TG

max. >T /T 1GB G
max max directs the crack to go through grains with a straighter crack trajectory. It is noted in

Fig. 12 (b) that the highest JIC value is achieved when L W/ reaches its peak. The value of TGB
max which corresponds to both peaks is

approximately 400 MPa. This trend is in consistence with the result as shown in Fig. 10(b).
It can be concluded that the maximization of both L W/ and JIC requires balanced transgranular and intergranular fracture. When

intergranular fracture is the predominant failure mode, the damage preferably initiates at the grain boundaries and develops into
microcracks. These microcracks quickly coalesce with each other by inducing limited plastic deformation. On the other hand, when
transgranular fracture is the only failure mode, the development of microcracks is suppressed. Plastic deformation primarily occurs

Fig. 10. (a). Crack trajectories under different grain cohesive strength TG
max and (b). illustration of the competition between transgranular and

intergranular fracture and its effect on fracture toughness.
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near the pre-crack tip region at the beginning of crack initiation due to crack blunting. Plastic deformation gives way to surface
formation as the crack starts to propagate rapidly. When mixed failure mode is activated, microcracks which are initiated from the
grain boundaries tend to propagate into the neighboring grains. These uncracked grains allow increased amount of plastic dissipation
by serving as “bridges”. It is noted that the increase of T /TGB G

max max from 0.6 to 0.95 promotes more microcracks to grow into the grains,
leading to increased crack surfaces and plastic dissipation at the same time. This explains why the maximum JIC is reached at
T 400 MPaGB

max with T /T 0.94GB G
max max .

4.4. Effect of microstructure morphology

Based on the parametric studies in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we extend the calculations to multiple microstructures as shown in Fig. 5.
The objective is to verify if the above conclusions can be applied to different microstructure instantiations. In this set of calculations,
all the grains have the same yield stress with = 150 MPay . = = 7.5 kJ/mG GB

2 is employed for cohesive elements in the grains
and along the grain boundaries. 20 calculations are carried out for each microstructure instantiation by varying T /TGB G

max max from 0.2 to
1.65. It is noticed from Fig. 14 that the predicted JIC values for all the microstructures are almost identical when >T /T 1.3G GB

max max .
Transgranular fracture is the only failure mechanism as L W/ 0GB according to Fig. 15. Grain size has negligible effect on fracture
toughness if cracks only go through grains and maintain a straight trajectory since isotropic constitutive relation is assumed for all the
grains. It is also noted from Fig. 15 that T /T 1GB G

max max corresponds to the transition point for all microstructure instantiations. This
means that the transition from transgranular fracture to intergranular fracture does not depend on the grain size. Grain size influences
the JIC prediction when both transgranular fracture and intergranular fracture are activated. As shown in Fig. 14, a microstructure
with smaller average grain size has a higher JIC under mixed failure mode. The highest JIC values of microstructure 1 ( =s̄ 8.86 µm) is
23.08 kJ/m2, which is 15% higher than the highest JIC of microstructure 3 ( =s̄ 23.15 µm). When the grain size is small, the mi-
crocracks which initiate along the grain boundaries tend to propagate into the neighboring grains. It can be found in microstructure 1
in Fig. 16 that a significant amount of microcracks propagate into the neighboring grains, leading to more pronounced plastic
deformation without compromising the surface energy dissipation. The propagation of cracks from grain boundaries to grains be-
comes less prominent as the average grain size increases. In microstructure 3, microcracks in grain boundaries quickly coalesce with
each other, leading to catastrophic failure of the material. Very few microcracks propagate into neighboring grains as shown in
Fig. 16. Therefore, microstructures with small grains tend to have higher fracture toughness since a relatively higher level of plastic
defamation can be maintained when most of the cracks still go through the grain boundaries.

Fig. 11. Contribution of Js and Jp on the evolution of J under four representative TG
max.
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The simulation predictions can be supported by a few experimental studies on AZ31 Mg alloys. For example, Li. et al [30]
experimentally predicted the fracture toughness of AZ31 Mg alloys through the measure of CTOD. They found that the fracture
toughness KIC increases from 21.1 MPa m to 28.6 MPa m when the grain size decreases from 16.5 μm to 1.8 μm. Somekawa et al.
[31] also reported that the fracture toughness of an extruded AZ31Mg alloy is 22 MPa mwith an average grain size of 13.5 μm.
These experimental observations conclude that the grain size refinement can lead to improved fracture toughness of AZ31Mg, which
is consistent with the above simulation predictions. The new physical perspective provided by this computational model is that the
grain size refinement induced fracture toughness enhancement is more profound for intergranular fracture dominated failure pro-
cesses. As shown in Fig. 14, all the predicted JIC values start to saturate at the same plateau when T /T 1.4GB G

max max regardless of the
grain size. This indicates that grain size has negligible effect on fracture toughness improvement when trangranular fracture is the
only activated fracture mechanism.

The forgoing analyses point out that the design of polycrystalline metals with improved fracture toughness requires refined grain
size and balanced bonding strength in grains and grain boundaries. Pure intergranular fracture or pure transgranular alone cannot
lead to maximized fracture toughness. The fundamental avenue for toughening is to create balanced transgranular fracture and
intergranular fracture so that the combined energy dissipation in terms of plastic deformation and surface formation can be max-
imized. Refined grain size can further contribute to the improvement of fracture toughness based on the same T /TGB G

max max.

5. Summary

A Cohesive Finite Element Method (CFEM) based multiscale computational framework is developed to evaluate the effects of
competing fracture mechanisms in ductile polycrystalline microstructures. This framework allows the competition between material
deformation and crack formation as well as the competition between transgranular fracture and intergranular fracture to be quan-
tified by considering the effect of microstructural attributes and constituent behavior. The focus is on relating the microstructure to
the macroscopic fracture toughness. The simplified material model tracks the properties of the AZ31 Mg alloy. The fracture toughness

Fig. 12. Illustration of (a) crack trajectory under various T /TGB G
max max when =T 415 MPaG

max and (b) the effect of competing failure mechanisms on
fracture toughness.
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is predicted by calculating the J-integral. The semi-analytical model developed here allows energy dissipation in terms of bulk plastic
deformation and crack surface formation to be separately analyzed. Results suggest that the best toughening effect is achieved with
balanced transgranular and intergranuar fracture. This requires refined grain size and balanced bonding strength in grains and grain
boundaries.

Although the analysis in this study uses material attributes that track the AZ31 Mg alloy, the approach can be applied to other
polycrystalline metals as well. The framework developed here provides physical insight in quantifying the competition between
material deformation and crack formation as well the competition between transgranular fracture and intergranular fracture. The
forging analyses point out that the fundamental avenue for improving the fracture toughness of polycrystalline metals is to promote
fracture surface energy release without compromising the plastic energy dissipation. This can be achieved by creating “bridging

Fig. 13. Contribution of Js and Jp on the evolution of J under four representative T /TGB G
max max.

Fig. 14. Effect of grain size on fracture toughness under different T /TGB G
max max.
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Fig. 15. Competition of transgranuar and intergranular fracture in three microstructures generated by Voronoi tessellation function as shown in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 16. Illustration of grain boundary microcracks propagate into neighboring grains.
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grains” through careful microstructure design. The capability of the current framework can be extended to address grain orientation
and texture through implementation of a more advanced constitutive model. As such additional energy dissipation mechanisms
taking advantages of bulk constituent anisotropy and grain boundary misorientation effects can be explored, allowing more physical
insight and understanding from the energy perspective. This is the topic of a future study.
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